Cancer Risk Prediction Models using Svm and Decision Tree
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Abstract - Cervical blight and the anticipation of analytic aftereffect are a part of the lot of important arising applications of gene announcement microarray technology with affection sequencing of microRNA. By application reliable and dependable allocation of apparatus acquirements algorithms accessible for microarray gene announcement profiling Data is the key in adjustment to advance the lot of acceptable and accessible predictive archetypal to be acclimated by patient. In this paper, two-machine acquirements algorithms accept been acclimated which are Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Decision Tree for the predictive models of cervical cancer. We analyze and appraise the achievement of these two algorithms in adjustment to apperceive which algorithm has bigger performance. In this study, 714 appearance and 58 samples are acclimated to advance predictive archetypal for cervical blight and our computational after-effects appearance that Decision Tree algorithm beat SVM algorithm with the accurateness of 99.42%. Our Data aswell accentuate the accent of variables, which accord the cogent role in admiration the accident of cervical cancer.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cervical blight and the anticipation of analytic aftereffect are a part of the lot of important arising applications of gene announcement microarray technology with affection sequencing of microRNA. By application reliable and dependable allocation of apparatus acquirements algorithms accessible for microarray gene announcement profiling Data is the key in adjustment to advance the lot of acceptable and accessible predictive archetypal to be acclimated by patient. In this paper, two-machine acquirements algorithms accept been acclimated which are Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Decision Tree for the predictive models of cervical cancer.

We analyze and appraise the achievement of these two algorithms in adjustment to apperceive which algorithm has bigger performance. In this study, 714 appearance and 58 samples are acclimated to advance predictive archetypal for cervical blight and our computational after-effects appearance that Decision Tree algorithm beat SVM algorithm with the accurateness of 99.42%. Our Data aswell accentuate the accent of variables, which accord the cogent role in admiration the accident of cervical cancer.

Cervical blight is the additional a lot of accepted blight a allotment of women. It may be able to cause bloodshed and anguish [1], [2]. The top bloodshed amount of the cervical blight is because of the abridgement of acquaintance of women for aboriginal apprehension of cervical blight [3]. Even admitting cervical blight is alarming which may advance to activity aggressive but it is potentially curable. Cervical blight occurs in a woman’s cervix [4]. The cervix is the lower allotment of the uterus. It connects the uterus to the vagina [4]. There are two capital types of cervical cancer, which are squamous corpuscle blight and adenocarcinoma. The Squamous corpuscle blight blight blazon usually occurred in the epithelium lining of the cervix [5]. As for adenocarcinoma blight type, it is developed from gland cells. The adenocarcinoma of cervical blight is a premalignant glandular action [6]. Squamous corpuscle blight has the accomplished allotment of cervical blight cases which are 90% and 10% of cervical blight cases are adenocarcinoma [1].

Hence, adenocarcinoma neoplasia of the cervical blight is beneath accepted than squamous corpuscle blight neoplasia of cervical blight if it is getting diagnosed [6]. Cervical blight is acquired by a virus called human papillomavirus (HPV). If the infection of the human papillomavirus (HPV) at the cervix larboard untreated, cervical blight is developed [7]. In cervical cancer, human papillomavirus (HPV) is the lot of important communicable abettor because it contributes to neoplastic progression.

Neoplastic progression is the progression of the aberrant advance of the cervical annihilative beef and admeasurement of the aberrant beef due to a annihilative
action [8]. However, a lot of accurate studies accept begin that human papillomavirus (HPV) infection abandoned is bare to abet the annihilative of cervical cancer. Other host abiogenetic variations aswell play important role in the development of cervical blight in women [1]. Commonly, microarray gene announcement profiling is acclimated to assay and differentiate the biding gene announcement in a precancerous and annihilative corpuscle in the cervix [1]. A microarray or aswell accepted as DNA dent is an adjustment of DNA molecules that accept been chemically affirmed to a accomplished filigree of surfaces.

The purpose of the microarray gene announcement is to adapt and assay the genes announcement accompaniment in commutual DNA able from mRNA in which the admixture is demography abode on the arrangement [9]–[11]. Genome-wide announcement profiling has the abeyant to get added accurately adumbrate aftereffect at the end of the analysis back it allows alternative of the genes that accessory a lot of acerb with the aftereffect by screening a ample amount of these genes simultaneously. Announcement profiling studies appearance that genes are statistically cogent differences beneath afflicted beginning altitude [12]. In this study, the predictive archetypal for free whether the beef are annihilative or precancerous for cervical blight can be developed by just searching at their gene announcement profiles. In adjustment to advance the predictive model, apparatus acquirements algorithms approaches accept been implemented.

Artificial intelligence and apparatus acquirements techniques accept been activated in assorted medical analytic systems [13]–[16] and there are abounding advisers activated the techniques in the angel processing of Pap apply images [17]–[23]. However, there are beneath studies on implementing apparatus acquirements methods on the cervical blight based on gene announcement profiling data. Hence, in adjustment to affected this problem, we implemented unsupervised and supervised apparatus acquirements techniques, which are Principal Components Analysis (PCA), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Random Forest (DT), respectively.

The Principal Components Analysis (PCA) is acclimated to do the Data screening and Data preprocessing for the model. The Data that accept been background in the Principal Components Analysis (PCA) will be acclimated in Support Vector Machine (SVM). As for abutment apparatus agent (SVM) and Random Forest (DT), they are acclimated to adumbrate the accurateness of the predictive archetypal for cervical blight whether the corpuscle is pre-cancerous or annihilative cells.

II. PROPOSED METHODS

In this study, we acclimated dataset, which is acquired from the Gynecologic Oncology Group Tissue Bank (PA, USA) for allocation of cervical blight based on the gene announcement profiling Data [24]. First, the dataset will be ability Data abstraction action in adjustment to get and retrieving the accordant Data or advice in the dataset. The Data pre-processing again activated on the dataset for eliminating the extraneous and bombastic Data absolute in the dataset. In adjustment to accomplish allocation of the gene announcement profiling Data of microarray dataset into their cluster, a tree-like anatomy is complete by application hierarchical clustering. By implemented apparatus acquirements algorithms of Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Decision Tree (DT) on the dataset, predictive archetypal for cervical blight can be developed.

In Support Vector Machine (SVM) model, Principal Components Analysis (PCA) algorithm is acclimated as for the affection alternative technique. It is actual advantageous in adjustment to abate the top ambit of dataset as to facilitate the algorithm to aftermath acceptable performance. The new dataset complete will be accomplished by application Support Vector Machine (SVM) archetypal in adjustment to get the anticipation accuracy. As a comparison, Decision Tree (DT) is aswell activated to get the accurateness of predictive archetypal for cervical cancer.

1. Data Abstraction

Data abstraction is a action of retrieving accordant Data or information out of Data sources, which is dataset absolute microarray Data analysis. In this stage, the Data will be extracted and loaded into the staging breadth of the relational database of the cervical cancer. When Data abstraction is implemented, the abstraction argumentation is activated in adjustment to abstract the Data from the dataset. The Data cavalcade of the dataset is the Data apropos the normal and tumor of samples data. And as for the Data in the row is about the appearance of the sequencing of microRNAs. The Data cast aftermarket from the Data abstraction is afflicted into a Data anatomy because it may affect us to adapt the Data for added processing.

2. DataPre-Processing

Data pre-processing is an important footfall in the Data mining process. It is implemented on the dataset because the dataset acquired from microarray assay contains irrelevant, capricious and bombastic of Data or babble present in the dataset. Data pre-processing is performed by ability the action of Data cleaning, Data ascent and normalization of data. In Data charwoman process, the base or extraneous Data from the datasets are detected. Then, the Data that accept been articular as abridged and extraneous will be filtered out of the dataset. After charwoman the besmirched data, a final dataset should be constant with added agnate dataset in the arrangement and
can be acclimated for added processing. Added than Data charwoman process, Data ascent is aswell implemented on the dataset to pre-processing the dataset. In Data scaling, the Data will be clustering and ascent whenever there are Data with altered units and ranges. By ascent the data, the final dataset will be simple to be interpreted. The beggarly amount of sample Data from the datasets is bargain by application the clustering transformation method. As for ascent transformation, it will bisect the amount of anniversary sample Data by the accepted aberration of the dataset. Thus, the after Data of the dataset adherence is improved. The normalization of the Data is important to adapt the columns and tables of the database to abate the back-up of the data. It is acclimated to advance the candor of the dataset in this study.

3. Hierarchical Clustering
The subgroups are authentic based on the genes announcement profiling Data of the dataset. In adjustment to allocate the gene announcement profiles of Data into their own clusters, hierarchical clustering is implemented to actualize the hierarchical, which is the tree-like anatomy of the data. It is aswell referred as a dendrogram. The hierarchical clustering is implemented by barometer the affection similarities of the gene announcement profiles. Hierarchical clustering is implemented by barometer the best ambit cast amid the samples data. In every date of hierarchical clustering, the two abutting clusters are alloyed calm into a new array or subtypes. The clustering action is again until all of the samples Data is agglomerated into an individual cluster.

4. Principal Components Analysis (PCA)
In adjustment to advance the predictive archetypal by application the Support Vector Machine (SVM), Principal Components Analysis (PCA) is acclimated as dimensional abridgement address because it is advantageous to collapse the appearance into a abate set of arch components. The Principal Components Analysis (PCA) is acclimated in this abstraction because the dataset contains hundreds of appearance from the sequencing of microRNA. The Principal Components Analysis (PCA) is bare in adjustment to abate the ambit of the hundreds of appearance in the dataset. By implemented the apparatus acquirements algorithm on the dataset, it helps to collapse the hundreds of appearance into a abate set of arch components.

5. Support Vector Machine (SVM)
Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm is implemented by assuming an allocation on the final dataset. The allocation of the algorithm is implemented by amalgam a multidimensional hyperplane to the careful samples data. It will aerate the allowance amid the two-data clusters, which are normal (N) and tumor (T). The blazon of the SVM constant acclimated in this abstraction is set to the Cclassification. As for the kernel, beeline of atom blazon is selected. In adjustment to appraise the predictive archetypal performance, allocation of accuracy, acuteness and specificity charge to be calculated, as apparent in (1), (2) and (3).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Accuracy} &= \frac{(TP+TN)}{(TP+FP+FN+TN)} \quad (1) \\
\text{Sensitivity} &= \frac{TN}{(TP+FN)} \quad (2) \\
\text{Specificity} &= \frac{TP}{(FP+TP)} \quad (3)
\end{align*}
\]

TN is the number of true negative, FP is defined as the number of false positive, TP is defined as number of true positive and FN is the number of false negative. These coefficients are defined and illustrated as a confusion matrix in the Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prediction</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Negative (0)</td>
<td>TN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive (1)</td>
<td>FN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Analysis:
For the analysis we have taken following data for the result: In our research, the dataset encounters the class imbalance problem. Out of 3600 patients, 2880 patients were satisfied with control of cancer, which constitutes about 80% of the total patients and 720 patients are unsatisfied. The imbalanced ratio equals 4:1 between majority and minority. In other words, a dataset is class-imbalanced if one class includes significantly more sample numbers than the other. In order to resolve the problem, we can pick the random under sampling (RUS), random over sampling (ROS), and Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE), which are among the most used resampling methods to counterpoise imbalanced datasets. Here, we only choose SMOTE algorithms, which are used to create one more dataset, where the minority samples were oversampled by 400% and the majority class was under sampled at 1% to approximately make the ratio 1:1. The descriptions of the datasets are given in Table 3.1. Eventually, the balanced dataset was used to construct the model.

Table II: Cervical cancer data set description before attribute reduction.
2. Result Compression of Our Research Methodology:

As can be seen from Table 3.2 and graph 3.1, in this study, the performance of the four final predictive models was evaluated using G-mean. For the testing dataset, the final comparative analysis results demonstrated that the Decision Tree algorithm showed the best with accuracy of 99.42%, and the sensitivity and specificity were 91.89% and 86.24%, respectively. The SVM algorithm came out to be the second best with a classification accuracy of 95.06%, and the sensitivity and specificity gave 98.06% and 86.05%, respectively. The Adaboost algorithm came out to be the third best with a classification accuracy of 94.77%, and the sensitivity and specificity gave 98.83% and 82.56%, respectively. The Bagging algorithm came out to be the fourth best with a classification accuracy of 91.86%, and the sensitivity and specificity gave 98.84% and 70.93%, respectively. In the results, the area under the G-mean values of the SVM, Adaboost, Bagging, and decision tree algorithms were 91.86, 90.32, 83.73, and 89.02, respectively.

3. Result Compression of Our Research Methodology
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Fig. 1 Result Compression of our Research Methodology.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this study, we used dataset, which is obtained from the Gynecologic Oncology Group Tissue Bank (PA, USA) [24] for classification of cervical cancer based on the gene expression profiling data. We conducted the comprehensive benchmarking of Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Decision Tree to evaluate the performance of the predictive models based on the accuracy, Kappa value, sensitivity and specificity. Based on our computational result, we can conclude and prove that Decision Tree machine learning algorithm can be successfully used for Predicting cervical cancer based on the gene expression profiling data with the microarray dataset. The accuracy obtained in cervical cancer prediction is better than previous researches results. The average Decision Tree model’s accuracy obtained is 99.42%, which may be acceptable in many applications. Besides that, the investigation for a high overall performance classifier with microarray gene expression and other "omics" data is still in progress. Decision Tree algorithms exhibit one of the best classification performances in predicting cervical cancer.
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